
Comments

Tammo has comprehensive ability, experience and enthusiasm for the course he was TA’ing for. He was
readily accessible via email and office hours. He was also timely and fair in grading and explanations
for the grades he has assigned. 

Tammo has been an excellent TA, and I would certainly recommend him to others. His comments and
explanations are consistently clear and helpful – both in office hours and over email – especially for
topics that were difficult cor confusing in lecture/on the problem sets. His grading is fair, and his marks
are clear. Tammo has made himself available to answer questions regularly throughout the semester.

Cool guy, gave me tea when I had to make up a midterm. 

Grading comments were sometimes hard to read but otherwise good job.

My TA made every effort to help me learn the material. I asked him questions over email many times
and he always got back to me in a timely manner. I would recommend this TA to my friends. My TA
helped me learn the material well and cleared up any questions I had. 

He was able to answer questions on all course material, and taught material very well when needed. He
was very enthusiastic about material, and was very good about leaving helpful comments on work and
sending out additional resources. 

I like the well written and explained solutions for each homework. I would defnite[ly] recommend this
TA to a friend. He also showed a lot of care for the academic success of students in the class.

Pretty  good  at  explaining  material  during  office  hours,  but  hours  should  be  offered  before  an
assignment is due and not only after. It can sometimes be difficult to understand the meaning of written
comments on returned work, but it’s usually decipherable by referring to the very helpful attached
answer guide.

Tammo was always responsive and helpful when I had questions about the homework. Whenever I
emailed him, he responded promptly and thoroughly, always making sure I understood the concept and
didn’t have any further questions. 


